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Separating Cultural Myth from Historical Reality

Text by Rob Rondeau
Photos courtesy of the
North Carolina Aquarium
at Pine Knoll Shores, USA

Interpreting artifacts is the
most important aspect
of archaeology—either
on land or underwater.
Deciding what an artifact
is, or rather—what it was,
can be tricky though.

Who built it and why? How was it
used? Why did it end up where it
did?
On land, artifacts from different
periods can get mixed up. And,
most artifacts recovered from
sites on land are mere remnants—
broken bits and pieces that were
either thrown away intentionally
or were left behind accidentally.
Archaeological sites found
underwater are unique because
they were lost (usually) due to a
single event, such as a ship sinking

or a city flooding. A shipwreck
contains everything that was
aboard at the time it went down.
If people were forced to flee
their community because of an
impeding flood, they didn’t have
time to take much, if anything.
In either case, more is left for an
archaeologist to find underwater
than would be on a typical land
site.
The older a culture is the easier
it is to be objective about it. I’ve
never had anyone criticize me

A Type VIIC u-boat, the U-352,
was sunk on 9 May 1942 after
being depth charged by the
U.S. Coast Guard cutter Icarus.
Many of the u-boat’s crew died
in the initial attack, and the
sub’s engines were disabled,
leaving its captain no choice
but to order the remainder of his
crew to surface the boat and
abandon ship.
for working on ancient Greek
and Roman underwater sites—or
what I’ve said about the need
to protect them. Everyone seems
to appreciate their historical
significance—partly because
they’re so rare!
But, this isn’t the case with
newer shipwrecks I’ve worked
on, especially those from WWII.
Artifacts from this period, most
notably German ones, are (for
many) irresistible.
Our current popular culture

The damaged u-boat didn’t
remain at the surface for long
though. It quickly took on water
and sunk to the bottom, coming
to rest off the coast of North
Carolina. The wreck of the U-352
was discovered in 1975. Since
then, it’s been stripped of most of
its artifacts. But, it’s still a popular
destination with recreational
scuba divers.
The u-boat is also the topic of
loves u-boats. They’re the topic of
books and movies, and genuine
artifacts from them command
high prices from collectors and
enthusiasts. Divers have risked
their lives (some losing them) to
acquire trophies.
But, such u-boat worship is
directly at odds with the historical
record. True, they were fearsome
killing machines, but u-boats were
ineffective in changing the War’s
outcome.
One group on the Web, which

a unique display at the North
Carolina Aquarium at Pine
Knoll Shores. The main section
of the sunken u-boat has
been replicated in fiberglass,
at three-quarter scale, and
is the centerpiece of the
306,000-gallon “Living Shipwreck”
exhibit. The giant aquarium tank
is home to hundreds of schooling
fishes and a nine foot-long sand
tiger shark. ■
describes itself as “the” authority
on all things u-boat helps
perpetuate the myth—going so
far as to organize annual social
events where enthusiasts can
meet former u-boat captains.
They dine and drink with the old
submariners, sing Kreigsmarine
songs and listen to stories from the
u-boats’ “happy time!”
But, the perception that
the u-boat war was good for
Germany isn’t reality. The facts
tell a much different story. Of

Composite photo of the wreck of U-532
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THIS PAGE: You don’t have
to be a diver to appreciate
the wreck of the U-532
LOWER LEFT: The replica
fiberglass u-boat under®
construction
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the 42,682 merchant ships that
traveled between North America
and Britain carrying much needed
war supplies for the Allies, only 438
were sunk by u-boats.
This isn’t to say that the damage
caused by u-boats wasn’t
significant. It was. Canada,
for example, lost 22 navy ships
defending the convoys. And,
more than 4,000 Canadian sailors
and merchant seamen died
during “the Battle of the Atlantic”.
It was the longest campaign of
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know this from first-hand experience.
U-boats are a good example of why
marine archaeology is important. It
helps set history straight, separating
fact from fiction—reality from
perception ■
— Rob Rondeau
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WWII.
the seafloor confirms this.
In fact, Germany’s u-boat effort was
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